Method development for a quantitative analysis performed without any standard using an evaporative light-scattering detector.
A new method for quantitative analyses using an evaporative light-scattering detector (ELSD) is proposed. It is based on the preliminary determination of the calibration curve of an ELSD which correlates coefficient b and loga, the two coefficients from the equation: A=am(b), that characterize the law of the quantitative response for an ELSD. Dilutions of the mixture to be analyzed allow the determination of coefficient b for each component of the mixture. The knowledge of the b value and the experimental relationship correlating b with loga allows to determine the loga value and consequently to quantify each compound of the mixture. This method is an alternative to the quantitative method which uses an internal normalization without any response coefficient. This internal normalization method used with an ELSD provides inaccurate results and this inaccuracy increases when the analytes are in very different proportions. The relevance of the new method proposed in this work lies in the quantification of all the components present in a complex mixture when some of them are not available as standards.